


SAFETY NOTICES

To avoid electric shock, fire or unit malfunction, please read and follow the 
following instructions.

1. Never disassemble the unit yourself.  There are no user serviceable parts 
inside.

2. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by a Kogan customer 
service technician, or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

3. Do not use 3rd party attachments with this equipment, as it may cause 
damage.

4. If there is any abnormal smell during normal operation, please switch off 
and disconnect power supply, then contact the Kogan customer service 
team.

5. Always turn unit off and unplug it prior to removing, filling or emptying the 
water tank. 

6. Do not add third party detergents or chemical solutions into the unit.
7. Keep detergents and chemical solutions away children.
8. If detergents or chemical solutions splash into mouth & eyes during 

cleaning, rinse well and thoroughly with water and consult a doctor 
immediately.

9. Never touch water in the water basin or components in the water when the
unit is working.

10. Never switch on when there is no water in the water basin.
11. Never touch the transducer.
12. Never clean the transducer with detergents or chemical solutions that are 

not recommended by the Kogan sales team.
13. Never let water splash into inner base unit when cleaning, to avoid 

component damage.
14. Never move the machine with the tank full of water.
15. Position the unit on an even surface, and keep the machine at least 2 

meters away from  furniture and other electrical appliances.
16. Care should be taken due to the possible emission of hot vapors.
17. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with 

reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction 
concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

18. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the 
appliance.

19. Only use water in the tank, never use any additive such as essential oils, etc.
into the water.



PRODUCT LAYOUT

OPERATION

Prior to first operation, place the unit into location at room temperature for half 
an hour before running.  (This is especially important when the outdoor 
temperature is below 5°C).
It is recommended that you use this product is temperatures between 5 ~ 40°C, 
when the relative humidity is less than 80%RH.
Use clean, clear water that is not above 40°C.
Check the water basin each time to ensure that it is clear.

Steps

• Take the water tank (3) out of the base (14), then remove the valve cap (7). 
Fill the water tank (3) with clean water, then close the valve cap (7) and 
put the water tank (7) back onto the base (14).

• Put the nozzle (1) into the socket on top of the water tank (3).

• Connect the power cord (18) to the mains power supply. The machine will 
now be in standby mode.  NOTE: Never run the unit when there is no water 
in the water tank.

• Switch the unit on be pressing ON (15). The blue power LED will then 
illuminate. The unit will operate with the lowest mist output, while also 
using the fan motor. When unit is OFF, all functions except the ANION are 
not valid and the blue power LED will not be lit. 
 



Settings

ION: When the unit is in standby mode, pressing the ION button will put the unit 
into humidifying mode.  The fan motor will come on at the same time.   (If unit is 
not humidifying and the ION setting is off, the fan motor will not work.)

TIMER: Settings repeat from 0-2-8-12 hours.

MIST: There are 4 levels, from Low, Middle, Senior and High for different mist 
outputs.  The corresponding power levels are 13-16W (L), 17-20W (M), 21-24W (S)
and 26-30W (H).

Waterless protection: when the tank is out of water, the Waterless indicator lamp
will illuminate and the unit will stop.  At this time, any preset TIMER and 
HUMIDISTAT settings will be cancelled. Once the tank has been refilled with 
water, it will reset the functions.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Please refer to the following table for any issues that may arise.  If the problems 
persist, please contact the Kogan customer support team.

Issue Possible Reason Possible Solution
LED display is off. No power supply Connect power supply

Unit not turned ON Switch on

LED display is on. No mist and no 
air output

No water in water tank Fill water tank

Too much water in the water tank Remove some water from the 
tank, then close the cover of the 
tank tightly

LED display is on. Unit has water 
but the waterless protection has 
triggered

Floater is stuck Manually move the floater with 
your hand so it floats freely

Abnormal smelling mist New unit Take water tank out, open cover 
and let sit for 12 hours in a cool 
location

Dirty or old water Pour out water, clean tank and 
then refill

Not enough mist/fog Too much scale in the water Clean the transducer

Water is too dirty or old Pour out water, clean tank and 
then refill

Water is too cold Add some warmer water

Abnormal noise Resonant sound in water tank 
when water is low

Fill tank with water

Unit is on an unstable surface Move unit to a stable, flat surface

Mist coming out around the nozzle There are gaps between nozzle 
and water tank

Dip nozzle into water, then fix it to 
the socket on the water tank

Water doesn't come down into 
basin

Blocked filter Rinse filter under tap water

Display shows HF or LF Poor contact for humidistat sensor Reinstall sensor

There is water in sensor Disassemble unit and allow to dry 
in a cool, well ventilated area



MAINTENANCE
In cases where the water supply is “hard” (meaning that the water contains too 
much calcium and magnesium), it can cause water scale on the surface of the 
water basin, transducer and inner surface of the water tank.
Scales on the surface of the transducer will reduce the units ability to work 
properly.

We recommend that you:
• Use cold boiled water, or distilled water
• Clean the transducer and water tank every week
• Change the water in the tank often to keep it fresh
• Make sure to remove the water from the water tank and let the unit dry 

thoroughly before storing the unit for any period of time
• Clean the whole unit and makes sure that all parts of the unit are dried 

thoroughly before laving the unit unused for a long period of time
• Do not use any chemicals for cleaning

How to clean the transducer
1. Put 5-10 drops of an ultra-mild cleaning detergent on the surface of the 

transducer and wait for 2-5 minutes
2. Brush the scale off the surface
3. Rinse the transducer with clean water

How to clean the basin unit

• Clean the water basin with a soft cloth and mild detergent if there is scale 
in it

• If the scale is covering the security switch, cover the scale with the 
detergent, then clean it with the brush

• Rinse the basin out with clean water afterwards

TECHNICAL DATA
Model KAHUM58IONA

Standard output 300ml/H

Water tank volume 5.8 Litres

Noise level < 35dB (A)

Rated voltage 220-240V

Frequency 50Hz

Rated power input 30W

N.W / G.W 1.6kg / 2.2kg

Disposal

Do not dispose of this product as unsorted municipal waste with your 
household garbage.  Contact your local council for advice on how to 
dispose of electrical equipment.
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